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ABSTRACT

equilibrium for the exact valuations; as we shall show, this may not
be the case.
Our work explores a relatively new paradigm: instead of learning
valuations, we focus on directly learning market equilibria from
data. We build upon the framework of Jha and Zick [26], and adopt
the PAC solution learning framework. Jha and Zick [26] show that in
order to ensure that a market outcome (i.e. an allocation of items to
players, as well as item prices) is likely to be a market equilibrium,
it suffices to show that it is consistent with the data. That is, the
prices and item allocation they induce are such that no player has a
sample in the data they can afford and would rather have over their
allocation. Finding a consistent market outcome is trivial: setting
the price of all the goods to infinity would ensure consistency.
However, this outcome would be very inefficient. Our goal is thus
to learn approximately efficient PAC market equilibria.

Equilibrium computation in markets usually considers settings
where player valuation functions are known. We consider the setting where player valuations are unknown; using a PAC learningtheoretic framework, we analyze some classes of common valuation
functions, and provide algorithms which output direct PAC equilibrium allocations, not estimates based on attempting to learn
valuation functions. Since there exist trivial PAC market outcomes
with an unbounded worst-case efficiency loss, we lower-bound
the efficiency of our algorithms. While the efficiency loss under
general distributions is rather high, we show that in some cases
(e.g., unit-demand valuations), it is possible to find a PAC market
equilibrium with significantly better utility.

KEYWORDS
Fisher Markets; PAC Learning; Market Equilibria

Our Contribution. We study Fisher markets with indivisible goods
under different classes of valuation functions, and propose algorithms which output an efficient PAC market equilibrium. That is,
each player receives, with high probability, their most preferred affordable bundle of goods. We examine a variety of valuation classes:
unit-demand (Section 4), single minded (Section 5), additive (Section
6) and submodular (Section 7) valuations. For each class, we provide
a tight, distribution-independent, efficiency bound. We also show
that, under more favorable distributions, we can achieve far better
efficiency guarantees for unit-demand and additive valuations.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Do markets admit equilibrium allocations? This question has been
extensively studied for many years [37]; more recently, the econ/CS
community devoted significant effort to understanding when one
can efficiently compute market equilibria. Much of this literature
assumes that one has full access to player valuations over bundles
of goods, an unrealistic assumption in many instances: combinatorial valuations are often difficult to elicit (especially for large
markets), precluding any possibility of running full-information
market algorithms. Machine learning techniques offer a compromise – assuming access to a partial dataset, we can learn player
valuations, and use the learned valuations as a proxy. However,
this approach raises several issues too: market valuations are often
complex, and require a large number of samples to learn without
overfitting. Moreover, even if we assume that player valuations
have a simple structure, it is not immediately obvious that an exact
equilibrium for the approximate valuations acts as an approximate

1.1

Related Work

There is a rich body of classical literature on market equilibria
with indivisible goods [20, 23, 27, 32, 37], exchange economies
[11] and Fisher markets [4, 12–14, 34]. In recent years there is a
significant renewed interest in computing market outcomes, such
as fair allocation [21, 29], optimal pricing [24, 35], approximate
equilibria [10, 16] and markets with divisible goods [18]. However,
the above do not address learning approximately efficient market
solutions from data.
There exists a fast-growing body of literature on learning gametheoretic solutions from data, in cooperative games [6, 9, 25, 26, 36],
auctions [15, 17, 19, 30] and optimization [7, 8, 33]. Some of this
literature propose methods to learn market outcomes as well: Murray et al. [31] and Kroer et al. [28] examine the simpler case with
divisible goods and additive valuations, Shen et al. [35] examine
markets with a single item and Viqueira and Greenwald [38] propose a method to learn market outcomes indirectly from noisy
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® is the output of some
samples from D). In other words, if (A, p)
learning algorithm, then the PAC guarantee is


® < ϵ ≥ 1−δ
Pr
L D (A, p)

valuations. However, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no
prior work that attempts to learn market outcomes in combinatorial
markets from samples.

S 1 ,...,Sm ∼D
iid

2

MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

The number of samples needed, m, should be polynomial in the
number of players, the number of goods, and in ϵ1 , log δ1 . As mentioned in Section 1, PAC equilibria are not guaranteed to be efficient;
in what follows we explore market stability, envy and allocative
efficiency.
® is said to be envy free if all the players prefer
An allocation (A, p)
their bundle to every other player’s bundle that they can afford i.e.
an allocation is envy free if for all i, j ∈ N :

We study the Fisher market model; there is a set of players, N =
{1, 2, . . . , n} and a set of goods, G = {д1, д2, . . . , дk }. Each player i
has a budget bi ∈ R+ and a valuation function vi : 2G → R+ ∪ {0}
which assigns a value vi (S) for each bundle of goods S ⊆ G. We
assume that no two players have the same budget, and that b1 >
· · · > bn . This is a standard assumption, and is not a significant
loss of generality: it is mostly done to induce some priority order
among players, and ensure that equilibria exist. When budgets are
equal, one can introduce small perturbations (this is the method
used by Budish [16]). An allocation in such a market is a tuple
® where A = {A1, A2, . . . , An } is the allocation vector and
(A, p),
p® = {p1, p2, . . . , pk } is the price vector. Some Ai s may be empty i.e.
if Ai = ∅, then the player receives nothing. We define the affordable
set D i (®
p, bi ) as the set of affordable bundles for player i given a
®
price vector p:
Õ
D i (®
p, bi ) = {S ⊆ G :
p j ≤ bi }

vi (Ai ) ≥ vi (A j ) ∨ A j < D i (®
p, bi )

® is a Walrasian equilibrium, then (3) is trivially
Note that if (A, p)
true. The efficiency ratio of an allocation A is the ratio of the total
welfare (or utility) of A to that of the optimal equilibrium allocation
i.e.
Ín
i =1 v i (Ai )
ERv (A) = Ín
∗
i =1 v i (Ai )

дj ∈S

vi (Ai ) ∈ arg max{vi (S) : S ∈ D i (®
p, bi )}

3

Jha and Zick [26] define a learning-theoretic equilibrium notion
based on the probably approximately correct (PAC) framework [2]
® is a PAC Equilibrium if
called PAC Equilibria. An allocation (A, p)
it is unlikely that a sample from a distribution D (over bundles in
G), under the same prices, is both better than the current allocation
and affordable for any player i. It is often easier to discuss learningtheoretic notions in terms of their expected loss; here, the loss is a
® a bundle S ⊆ G, and
function of player valuations v and budgets b,
®
the proposed outcome (A, p):

COMPUTING PAC EQUILIBRIA

We first discuss some sufficient conditions for finding a PAC Equilibrium from samples, starting with a simple observation: if we are
able to approximate player valuation functions v using an underestimate v̄, then any exact equilibrium for v̄ is a PAC equilibrium for
v.
Proposition 3.1. Let v 1, . . . , vn : 2G → R be a player valuation
profile; let (v̄i )i ∈N be nϵ -PAC approximations of (vi )i ∈N w.r.t. D,
® is a
such that for all i ∈ N and all S ⊆ G, v̄i (S) ≤ vi (S). If (A, p)
® is an ϵ PAC equilibrium for
market equilibrium under v̄, then (A, p)
v w.r.t. D.

(1)
Jha and Zick [26] prove that a PAC equilibrium can be directly
learned using only O(k) samples if one can efficiently compute a
consistent solution, that is, a market outcome that has zero loss on
the samples. More precisely, we say that a mechanism M outputs a
consistent solution if for any given set of samples S = {S 1, . . . , Sm },
® such that the empirical loss L̂(A, p)
® is 0:
M outputs (A, p)
m
1 Õ
® ≜
® =0
L̂(A, p)
L(S j , A, p)
m j=1

We omit the v and b® subscripts when they are clear from context. An
allocation is an ϵ-PAC equilibrium with respect to D if its expected
® is lower than ϵ
loss, denoted L D (A, p),
® ≜ ES ∼D [L ® (S, A, p)]
® <ϵ
L D (A, p)
v ,b

(4)

where A ∗ is a welfare-maximizing equilibrium allocation; Unlike
simpler settings (e.g. rent division [22]), market outcomes need not
maximize social welfare in Fisher markets with indivisible goods.
Due to space constraints, some of the proofs have been omitted
or replaced by proof sketches. The full proofs can be found in the
appendix.

An allocation is a Walrasian equilibrium (or simply an equilibrium)
if all players are allocated the best possible set of goods they can
afford i.e. Ai ∈ D i (®
p, bi ) for all i ∈ N , and for all i ∈ N :



1 if ∃i ∈ N , vi (Ai ) < vi (S)



® =
Lv ,b® (S, A, p)
∧S ∈ D i (®
p, bi )


 0 otherwise.


(3)

(2)

ϵ-PAC equilibria are somewhat similar to ϵ-PAC approximations
[2]: given a function u : 2G → R, we say that ū is an ϵ-PAC
approximation of u w.r.t. D if PrS ∼D [u(S) , ū(S)] < ϵ.
We follow a standard model of learning from samples: we are
given players’ budgets b1, b2, . . . , bn , m input samples S 1, S 2, . . . , Sm
drawn i.i.d. from a distribution D, and player valuations over the
samples: vi (S j ) for all i ∈ N and j ∈ [m]. Our goal is to find algorithms, whose input is a set of i.i.d. sampled bundles and valuations
over them, that output a PAC Equilibrium (as per Equation (2)) with
probability ≥ 1 − δ (over the randomization of sampling m i.i.d.

Theorem 3.2 (Jha and Zick [26]). Suppose that an algorithm
M takes as input a set of m samples of goods S drawn i.i.d. from
an unknown distribution
D, and outputs
a consistent equilibrium


allocation. If m ∈ O ϵ1 k log ϵ1 + log δ1 then the allocation output
by M is an ϵ-PAC Equilibrium w.p. ≥ 1 − δ .
Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 provide two paths to computing
PAC market equilibria: either compute an equilibrium for a PAC
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demands is 12 , not an arbitrarily low ϵ > 0, so this approach does
not yield an ϵ-PAC equilibrium.

underestimate, or directly learn market outcomes from samples. As
we mention above, our objective is finding market outcomes with
provable social welfare guarantees, with respect to the true player
valuation profile.

4

The bad behavior in Example 4.1 is not due to some intrinsic
failure of the valuation-approximating algorithm; it is impossible
to learn a consistent underestimate of a unit demand valuation.
Consider again the setting in Example 4.1: it is impossible to determine whether v 1 ({д1 }) = 5 or v 1 ({д2 }) = 5; indeed, the only
viable underestimate sets both items’ values to 0. However, doing
so yields v̄ 1 ({д1, д2 }) = 0 < v 1 ({д1, д2 }), an inconsistency. To conclude, the indirect approach does not yield a PAC Equilibrium. Let
us turn our attention to directly learning PAC market outcomes
from samples. We refer to this method as direct solution learning,
and any outcome computed from this method as a directly learned
equilibrium. Algorithm 1 directly learns a PAC equilibrium in the
unit-demand setting.
Algorithm 1 iterates over all players in decreasing order of budget, and allocates the smallest bundle of goods from all available
goods with the highest possible value. We use two properties of
unit demand valuations, formalized in the following lemma.

UNIT DEMAND MARKETS

We begin our exploration with a fundamental class of market valuations: unit-demand markets. In a unit demand market, the value
of each bundle S ⊆ G is the value of the most valuable good in S,
i.e. for all i ∈ N , vi (S) = maxд ∈S vi ({д}). We make the standard
assumption that players have distinct values for goods, i.e. that
vi ({д}) , vi ({д ′ }) if д , д ′ ; this is mostly done to break ties (see
Budish [16]). Unit demand markets correspond to room/housing
allocation scenarios where each tenant can only stay in a single
room/buy a single home [1, 3, 22], or to gaming “loot boxes”, in
which players care mainly about the most valuable item.
The standard data-driven approach is to PAC learn the valuation
functions, and output an equilibrium allocation for the learned
valuations. We refer to this method as indirect learning, and to
outcomes computed in this manner as indirectly learned outcomes.
For unit demand markets this can be done quite easily, by estimating
the value of each item as the value of the least valuable sample
that contains it (creating a PAC approximation for the valuations),
and then allocating the items first to the player with the largest
budget, who gets their most valued item; then the player with the
second largest budget, who gets their most valued item which is
still available, and so on .
Such an algorithm has a simple guarantee of efficiency:

Lemma 4.2. Given two bundles of goods S,T ⊆ G and some player
i ∈ N with unit demand valuations, if no two goods have the same
value for i then
(1) If vi (S) = vi (T ) = c then vi (S ∩ T ) = c as well.
(2) If vi (S) > vi (T ) then vi (S) = vi (S \ T )
Using Lemma 4.2, we identify the smallest most valued bundle Bi1
for player i, and allocate it to the player if it contains no previously
allocated items; otherwise, we remove all such samples from S,
since we know such items are already priced out of their budget by
previous players, and we cannot use them to get information on
the next most valued set of goods for this player. We continue to
identify the next most valued bundle of minimal size for player i.
We repeat this process until we identify the smallest subset of most
valued items among unallocated items. If we allocate a bundle to i
after t steps, then player i receives a bundle containing their t-th
most valuable good – denoted Bit ; we then price the items in Bit
such that their total price is bi . Note that all samples that contain
Bit have a price of ≥ bi , which guarantees that no player i ′ > i can
afford them.
We repeat this procedure for all players. At the end of the for
loop (Algorithm 1, line 3), we allocate any leftover goods to player
n for free, and assign any good which is not present in the sample
set to player 1 at a price of 0.
We first show that Algorithm 1 outputs a consistent outcome.

® is the output of an algorithm calculating
Proposition 4.1. If (A, p)
PAC approximations of unit demand valuations and then allocating
goods in decreasing order of player budgets, then ERv (A) ≥ σ1 where
v ({д })

σ = maxi ∈N min д∈G v i ({д }) , the maximal ratio between a players
д∈G i
valuation for two different items.
max

The main drawback with such an algorithm is that it does not
output a PAC Equilibrium. Consider the example below:
Example 4.1. Consider a setting where N = {1, 2} and G =
{д1, д2, д3 }. Player budgets are b1 = 2, b2 = 1. Player valuations
satisfy
v 1 ({д1, д2 }) = 5;v 1 ({д3 }) = 3
v 2 ({д1, д2 }) = 4;v 2 ({д3 }) = 2
We observe a distribution D which samples uniformly at random
two sets: {д1, д2 } and {д3 }. We can thus reasonably assume that we
observe both bundles with high probability after a small number of
i.i.d. samples. Approximating preferences would yield:

Theorem 4.3. Algorithm 1 outputs a consistent market outcome.
® Let us assume
Proof. Let the output of Algorithm 1 be (A, p).
there is a sample S ∈ S such that for some player i, vi (S) > vi (Ai );
we need to show that S < D i (®
p, bi ). Consider the items not available
to player i when it is their turn to select a bundle, referred to as
Alloc in Algorithm 1. If S ∩ Alloc , ∅, then S must contain some
previously allocated bundle Ai ′ , where bi ′ > bi ; thus the price of S
is greater than bi , and S is not demanded by i. If S can be allocated
to player i and is one of the most valued bundles at the time, player
i selects their bundle (i.e. S ∈ Lit ), then Bit ⊆ S; in particular,
vi (S) = vi (Bit ). Otherwise, vi (Bit ) > vi (S) therefore vi (Ai ) ≥ vi (S)
and i would not demand S.
□

v̄ 1 ({д1 }) = v̄ 1 ({д2 }) = 5;v̄ 1 ({д3 }) = 3
v̄ 2 ({д1 }) = v̄ 2 ({д2 }) = 4;v̄ 2 ({д3 }) = 2
A valuation-approximating algorithm allocates one item from д1, д2
to player 1 and the other to player 2, and allocates д3 to player 2.
We set the price of д1 to 2 and the price of д2 to 1. Assume w.l.o.g.
that д1 is assigned to player 1; it is possible that v 1 ({д1 }) = 0 and
v 1 ({д2 }) = 5, in which case player 1 demands д3 . In that case, the
probability of observing a sample (namely {д3 }) which player 1
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Algorithm 1: Directly Learning Equilibria for Unit Demand
Valuations

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Input: A set of samples S, player valuations and budgets
b1 > · · · > bn
Alloc ← ∅
Allocate unobserved goods to player 1 at price 0
for i ← 1 to n do
Si1 ← S; c ← False; t ← 1
while c = False do
C it ← some set in arg maxT ∈S t v i (T )
i

Lit ← {T ∈ Sit |v i (T ) = v i (C it )}
Ñ
B it ← T ∈L t T
Ði
B it = B it \ T ∈S|vi (T )<vi (C t ) T

7:
8:
9:

i

if B it ∩ Alloc , ∅ then
t ← t + 1; Sit ← Sit −1 \ Lit
end
else
c ← True; Alloc ← Alloc ∪ B it

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Ai ← B it and price of each д ∈ B it is

15:

18:
19:

bi
|B i |

end

16:
17:

While Algorithm 1 offers no reasonable welfare guarantees for
general distributions, its performance guarantees improve significantly under certain distributional assumptions. Specifically, this
holds true if D is a product distribution with a bounded probability
of sampling each good. Recall that D is a product distribution over
G if there exist values p1, . . . , pk ∈ [0, 1] such that for every S ⊆ G,
Î
Pr D [S] = дj ∈S p j . Product distributions offer more amenable welfare guarantees for two reasons: first, by definition, the presence of
a particular good in the sample is independent of the presence of
any other good (offering us a better chance of observing players’
valuations for individual items); second, goods are sampled with
non-zero probability (thus we observe all goods in some bundle
with high probability). Theorem 4.8 shows that Algorithm 1 outputs
a PAC equilibrium with an efficiency ratio of 1 with exponentially
high probability, when samples are drawn i.i.d. from a product
distribution; the proof requires that player preference orders over
items are sufficiently distinct. Before we prove Theorem 4.8, we
present two technical results – Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.7 – which
we use to prove Theorem 4.8.
Lemma 4.6. In unit demand markets with unequal budgets and strict
preferences over items, any equilibrium allocation assigns player i the
best possible available good, i.e. {дi∗ } equals arg maxд ∈ Gi vi (д) (G1 =
Ð
G }). Moreover, all
arg maxд ∈G v 1 (д) and for i > 1, Gi = G \ { li−1
=1 l
Í
equilibria have the same social welfare i vi (дi∗ ).

end
end
Allocate the leftover goods to player n at price 0

While Algorithm 1 outputs a consistent outcome, it offers an
1
efficiency guarantee of min{n,k
} , under the minor assumption that
player valuations are normalised with respect to their budget.

In Lemma 4.6, we show that the social welfare for any equilibrium
for unit demand players is unique and each player i gets the good
дi∗ . Therefore to show that the efficiency of Algorithm 1 is 1 with
high probability, it is sufficient to show that Algorithm 1 assigns дi∗
for all i with high probability.
We now present Lemma 4.7, in which we prove that for any
player i, if Sit at t−th iteration of the while loop in Algorithm 1
contains more than k 2 samples then the corresponding Bit conÐ
tains only the best available good for player i in
S, with high

Proposition 4.4. If for all i ∈ N , maxд ∈G vi ({д}) = bi , Algorithm
1
® with ERv (A) ≥ min{n,k
1 outputs an allocation (A, p)
}.
Proposition 4.4 offers a rather weak bound: the same efficiency
ratio can be achieved by allocating all goods to the player with the
highest budget. However, the bound is tight, and is an outcome of
“bad" distributions. We show that there exists sample sets for which
1
no allocation can guarantee an efficiency greater than min{n,k
}.

S ∈Sit

probability.

Theorem 4.5. Let S, v(S) be a set of samples along with its valuations; let V be the set of unit demand valuation profiles consistent with
the set of samples and are budget normalised i.e. maxд ∈G vi ({д}) = bi
for all the players i ∈ N , and B ⊂ Rn+ be the set of all feasible budgets
i.e. the set of all budgets in Rn+ such that b1 > b2 > · · · > bn . Then,
we have
1
min max min ERv (A) ≤
min{n, k} − δ
v ∈V A S ⊆2G ,b® ∈B

Lemma 4.7. Suppose that D is a product distribution such
that for
√
p
−1/k −1
1
2e
−1/k
all д ∈ G, 1 − 2e
− 1 < PrS ∈ D (д ∈ S) < 2 +
. If
2
|Sit | ≥ k 2 (at the t−th iteration of the while loop in Algorithm 1 for
player i), the corresponding Bit equals {д̂i } to player i with at least
k

1 − e− 2 probability, where
д̂i ∈ arg max{vi ({д}) : д ∈

Ø

S}

S ∈Sit

for any δ ∈ (0, n) where A is a consistent allocation with respect to
the samples.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.8. We show that when we
assume agent preferences sufficiently differ – no two agents have
exactly the same favorite O(log(max(n, k))) goods – Algorithm 1 is
optimal with high probability..

Proof Sketch. Suppose the only sample you have is the set of
goods G. Then the only consistent allocation which can guarantee
a non-zero efficiency is one which allocates the entire set of goods
to player 1. Any allocation which partitions the set of goods and
allocates it to multiple players cannot offer any efficiency guarantees. This leaves us with allocating all goods to player 1. There exist
allocations which provide a total utility of ≥ (min{n, k} − δ ) × b1 ;
however, allocating the set of goods to player 1 guarantees a utility
1
of b1 , which yields the upper bound min{n,k
□
}−δ .

Theorem 4.8. Suppose that D is a product distribution, such that
PrS ∼D [д ∈ S] ∈ [α, β]. Assume that for every agent i, |{д ∈ G :
max{log n,log k } 1
vi (д) > vi (дi∗ )}| <
.
1
log( 1−β )

1д∗
i

is defined as in Lemma 4.6: {дi∗ } = arg maxд∈Gi v i (д) ( G1 = arg maxд∈G v 1 (д)
Ði −1
l =1 Gl } .

and for i > 1, Gi = G \ {
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√
p
−1/k
If k > 3, 1 − 2e−1/k − 1 ≤ α and β ≤ 12 + 2e 2 −1 , the output
® satisfies
of Algorithm 1, (A, p),
2n max{log n, log k} − max{k ,n}
4
Pr[ERv (A) = 1] ≥ 1 −
e
1 
log (1−β
)

We show that a PAC underestimate for single-minded valuations
can be efficiently learned, and an equilibrium for single-minded
valuations can be efficiently computed. Therefore, using Proposition
3.1, a PAC Equilibrium is computable in polynomial time.

Proof Sketch. When we have max{k 4, n 2k 2 } samples, if the
condition on the valuation functions is satisfied, then for every
player i, there is some t for which |Sit | ≥ k 2 and дi∗ ∈ arg max{vi ({д}) :
Ð
д ∈
S }. Therefore, using induction and Lemma 4.7, every
S ∈Sit

player gets allocated дi∗ w.h.p., resulting in an efficiency ratio of
1.
□
p
−1/k
As β decreases (provided β > 1 − 2e
− 1), the condition
in Theorem 4.8 on the difference between players’ preferences becomes less stringent. Moreover, if either n or k is large, the exponential term in the probability guarantee dominates, and Algorithm 1
is highly likely to output an efficient outcome. However, if β is
smaller, the efficiency guarantee is less likely to hold. Note that
when β = 1, i.e., there is a good д that appears in all samples, the
performance of Algorithm 1 depends on which player gets д. If the
most preferred good for all players is д, Algorithm 1 allocates д to
player 1 and will not be able to continue: it is impossible to identify
the second preferred good (and beyond). Therefore, Algorithm 1
1 since we can only guarantee that the highest
has an efficiency ≥ ρn
budget player will receive their optimal equilibrium allocation.
We can generalize the efficiency bound in Theorem 4.8 for any
preference order over the items for all players. We observe that
with at least max(k 4, n 2k 2 ) samples, the first ∼ max(log k, log n)
players will be assigned дi∗ with high probability. We show the
efficiency guarantee for algorithm 1 for any preference order in
Proposition 4.9, and its connection to the disparity in valuation
functions between agents.

Brânzei et al. [14] present an algorithm to compute equilibria
under equal budgets. We extend this algorithm to settings where
all budgets are different.
Theorem 5.2. Algorithm 2 outputs a market equilibrium for single
minded players with all different budgets.
Proof. Algorithm 2 iteratively allocates goods while keeping
track of players’ remaining budgets. If a good is demanded by
multiple players, it is priced such that only one player can afford it,
and allocated to that player. The SetPrice function ensures that no
two players have the same remaining budget, by slightly increasing
the price; this ensures that there are no ties when selecting the next
player to allocate a good to.
All players either get their desired set or a subset of their desired
set if it is unaffordable. Thus the resulting allocation is an equilibrium: players who do not receive their desired set are not able to
afford it.
□

Proposition 4.9. If D is a product distribution√ such that for all
p
−1/k
дj ∈ G, 1 − 2e−1/k − 1 < PrS ∈ D (д ∈ S) < 12 + 2e 2 −1 and k >
3. Then, with exponentially high probability, Algorithm 1 allocates
log n
 where ρ =
goods with an efficiency ratio ERv (A) ≥
1
ρn log

max
v (д)
maxд ∈G min i ∈N v i (д)
i ∈N i

The key difference between our approach and that of Brânzei
et al. [14] is how over-demanded goods are priced. Brânzei et al.
[14] assign the good to the player with the smallest desired set
at a price equal to their budget. In our case, player budgets differ
and therefore, ties cannot be broken by desired set size; rather, we
instead break ties by remaining budgets.
Computing an equilibrium with total welfare at least K has been
shown to be NP-hard by Brânzei et al. [13] when players have equal
budgets. In Theorem 5.3, we show this for our setting as well.

1−β

and β = maxдj ∈G PrS ∈ D (д ∈ S).

Furthermore, in Corollary 4.10, we show the efficiency bound
when each good is sampled i.i.d. w.p. 21 .
Corollary 4.10. If the distribution D is uniform over the set 2G
and k > 3, with exponentially high probability. Algorithm 1 allocates
log n
goods with an efficiency ERv (A) > ρn where
ρ = max
д ∈G

maxi ∈N vi (д)
mini ∈N vi (д)

Theorem 5.3. It is NP-Complete to decide if a single minded market has an equilibrium with total welfare at least K

using a polynomial number of samples.

5

Proposition 5.1. The class of single minded valuation functions can
be efficiently PAC learned, such that the learned valuation function
weakly underestimates players’ true valuations.
Ñ
Proof. From a given set of samples S, set D̄i = S ∈S:vi (S )>0 S.
If, for a player i ∈ N , no sample has vi (S) > 0, then set D̄i = G. This
learned valuation is consistent and weakly lower than the actual
valuations since Di ⊆ D̄i (i.e., a sample containing a set of items
that is in Di but not all of D̄i will be given a value 0 instead of 1).
The total number of possible valuation functions, i.e., size of the
hypothesis class, is 2k (the number of possible choices for Di ). Thus,
in order to PAC-learn Di , we need a number of samples polynomial
in ϵ1 , log δ1 and log |H | ∈ O(k) (a classic learning result for finite
hypothesis classes, see Anthony and Bartlett, 1999).
□

Theorem 5.5 shows that despite this, it is possible to compute a
1
PAC equilibrium with an efficiency ratio ≥ min{n,k
} . We now turn
to establishing the efficeincy bounds of the algorithm.

SINGLE MINDED MARKETS

In single minded markets, each player has a particular bundle of
goods, Di ⊆ G they desire; every bundle that does not contain Di
has no value i.e.
(
1 Di ⊆ S
vi (S) =
0 otherwise.

Lemma 5.4. Algorithm 2 assigns at least one player its desired set.
® be the output of Algorithm 2 on valuaTheorem 5.5. Let (A, p)
1
tions learned as in Proposition 5.1; then ERv (A) ≥ min{n,k
}.
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Algorithm 2: Competitive Equilibrium for Single Minded
Valuations and Different Budgets

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

We also show that our learned allocations are envy free.
® be the output of Algorithm 2 on valuaProposition 5.7. Let (A, p)
® is envy free.
tions learned as in Proposition 5.1; then (A, p)

Notation :bi∗ is the remaining budget for player i; prices are
®
represented by p.
p® = 0®; b®∗ = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bn }
B = {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn }
for each дj ∈ G do
if дj is only demanded by one player then
Allocate дj to that player at p j = 0
end
else if дj is demanded by multiple players then
p j ← SetPrice(дj , b®∗ , B)
Allocate дj to the player that can afford it at price p j
® b®∗ )
UpdateDemand (B, p,
end
end
Allocate all unallocated goods to player n at price 0
Function SetPrice (дj , b®∗ , B):

15:

s = arg maxi ∈N ∧дj ∈D i bi∗

16:

t = arg maxi ∈N \s ∧дj ∈D i bi∗

6

b ∗ −b ∗

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

p j = bt∗ + sn 2 t
bs∗ = bs∗ − p j
while ∃i , s : bi∗ = bs∗ do
bs∗ = bs∗ −

bs∗ −bt∗
, pj
n2

= pj +

ADDITIVE MARKETS

In additive markets, each player has additive valuations. The valuation of a bundle is equal to the sum of the valuations of every good
Í
in that bundle: vi (S) = д ∈S vi ({д}). While additive valuations
are PAC-Learnable, we cannot use Proposition 3.1 to learn a PACEquilibrium since in a lot of cases, we cannot learn an underestimate
of the valuations. This can be seen using Example 4.1.
Although additive Fisher markets with indivisible goods have recently received a lot of attention, there are still many open questions
regarding the efficient computation of a market clearing equilibrium. Babaioff et al. [4] examine the specific case where there are
only two players and Brânzei et al. [13] show that it is computationally intractable to decide if a market has a competitive equilibrium
when budgets are equal. This dearth of positive algorithmic results
means that even if we could accurately learn the valuation of each
good (which is not guaranteed and depends on the samples), we
may not be able to compute an equilibrium in polynomial time. In
this paper, we take a different approach and attempt to learn an
equilibrium directly (using Theorem 3.2); however, our outcome is
not necessarily market clearing.
Our approach is described in Algorithm 3. The algorithm has
three steps. First, we pre-process the samples to ensure that there
are no proper subsets in the samples. This is done to ensure that
no sample which is a superset of another sample is allocated. We
can remove the supersets and replace them by the set difference
between the superset and the subset: we can derive the value of
this bundle under additive valuations, as executed in the function
PreProcess.
The second step allocates samples to players. To each player, the
algorithm allocates the favourite sample among all the unallocated
samples. Here, a sample is unallocated if no good in the sample has
been allocated. It then prices each good equally such that the total
price is equal to the budget of the player.
The last step ensures consistency, it checks each of the original
samples to see if a player prefers it over their own sample and can
afford it. If there exists such a player, the algorithm proceeds to set
the price of one of the goods in the sample to infinity to ensure that
no player can afford it. This good is chosen as follows: if the sample
has an unallocated good, then the unallocated good is chosen. If
the sample does not have an unallocated good, the algorithm takes
away a good from the sample which belonged to the player with
the least budget and then sets its price to infinity. We refer to the
act of setting the price of a good to infinity as burning a good.
It is easy to see because of the third step that the algorithm
is always consistent. It also worth noting that as long as we can
underestimate the valuation in Line 25 in Algorithm 3, we will
always end up with a consistent outcome. This means that this
algorithm could be modified for any class of valuations to output a
consistent outcome.
We now prove two efficiency bounds for our algorithm. These
bounds hold only for additive valuations. To start with, we show
that when the valuations are budget normalised, then the efficiency

bs∗ −bt∗
n2

end
return p j
® b®∗ ):
Function UpdateDemand (B, p,
for i ∈ N do
if (D i , ∅) ∧ (p(D i ) > bi∗ ) then
Di = ∅
end
end

Proof. From Lemma 5.4, we get that at least one player will
receive his desired set. This desired set is the learned desired set
which is a superset of the actual desired set (see Proposition 5.1).
Therefore, the player who receives his learned desired set also
receives his actual desired set. This means that the total welfare
obtained is at least 1. The maximum welfare any allocation can
obtain is min{n, k} since the total number of players getting their
desired set is upper bounded by k and n. Thus, the efficiency of the
1
□
computed PAC Equilibrium is ≥ min{n,k
}
Similar to unit demand markets, we show that our result in Theorem 5.5 is tight and no algorithm can guarantee a better efficiency.
Theorem 5.6. Let S, v(S) be a set of samples along with its valuations, V be the set of single minded valuation function profiles
which are consistent with the set of samples and B ⊂ Rn+ be the
set of all feasible budgets i.e. the set of all budgets in Rn+ such that
b1 > b2 > · · · > bn . Then, we have
1
min max min ERv (A) ≤
min{n, k }
v ∈V A S ⊆2G ,b® ∈B
where A is a consistent allocation with respect to the samples.
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□

Algorithm 3: Consistent Allocation For Additive Markets

1
2
3
4

Input: A set of samples S, player valuations for these samples
v(S) and budgets b1 > b2 > · · · > bn
S ′ , ṽ(S ′ ) = PreProess(S, v(S))
for i ← 1 to n do
B i = some set in arg maxT ∈S′ ṽ i (T )
Allocate B i to player i i.e. Ai = B i , ṽ i (Ai ) = ṽ i (B i )
bi
|B i |

5

Set pд =

6

S′ = S′ \

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

We now show that this bound is tight for general distributions.
Theorem 6.3. Let S, v(S) be a set of samples along with its valuations, V be the set of additive valuation function profiles which
are consistent with the set of samples and are budget normalised i.e.
maxд ∈G vi ({д}) = bi for all the players i ∈ N and B ⊂ Rn+ be the
set of all feasible budgets i.e. the set of all budgets in Rn+ such that
b1 > b2 > · · · > bn . Then, we have
1
min max min ERv (A) ≤
k −δ
v ∈V A S ⊆2G ,b® ∈B

∀д ∈ B i

S ∈S′ :S ∩B i ,∅ S
end
Í
while ∃i ∈ N , S ∈ S s.t ṽ i (Ai ) < v i (S ) ∧ д∈S pд ≤ bi do
Ð
if ∃д ∈ S s.t. д < i ∈N Ai then
Set pд = ∞
end
else
j = arg mini ∈N :S ∩Ai ,∅ bi
д = any good in A j ∩ S
pд = ∞
A j = A j \ {д }
ṽ j (A j ) = 0
end
end
Allocate all leftover goods to player 1 at price 0
Function PreProess(S, v(S)):
S′ = S
ṽ(S ′ ) = v(S)
while ∃S ′ , S ′′ ∈ S ′ s.t. S ′ ⊊ S ′′ do
ṽ i (S ′′ ) = ṽ i (S ′′ ) − ṽ i (S ′ ) ∀i ∈ N
S ′′ = S ′′ \ S ′
end
return S ′ , ṽ(S ′ )

Ð

for any δ ∈ (0, k) where A is a consistent allocation with respect to
the samples.
Our next bound does not require the valuations to be normalised
but imposes conditions on the samples and depends on the disparity
in the valuations of goods.
In Proposition 6.4, we show that when samples are disjoint, the
efficiency varies inversely with the disparity in valuations
Proposition 6.4. When all the samples in S are pairwise disjoint,
then Algorithm 3 outputs an allocation with ERv (A) ≥ ρ1 where
v ({д })

ρ = maxд ∈G min i ∈N v i ({д })
i ∈N i
max

7

SUBMODULAR MARKETS

In submodular markets, each player has monotone submodular
valuations i.e. each player’s valuation function vi : 2G 7→ R+ ∪ {0}
satisfies the following three conditions:
(a) vi (∅) = 0
(b) For any two S,T ⊆ G such that S ⊆ T , vi (S) ≤ vi (T ).
(c) For any two S,T ⊆ G,
vi (S) + vi (T ) ≥ vi (S ∪ T ) + vi (S ∩ T )

is inversely related to the number of goods. Before that, we show
that no good in player 1’s initially allocated sample gets taken away
in Lemma 6.1.

(5)

The class of monotone submodular valuations contains the class of
additive valuations, as well as many others. This increase in complexity comes with an even greater dearth of positive algorithmic
results. In addition to this, monotone submodular valuations cannot
be efficiently PAC learned [5]. So, we cannot use Proposition 3.1 to
learn a PAC Equilibrium.
We, instead, use a direct learning approach similar to that of additive markets but modify our algorithm slightly due to two reasons.
First, the pre-process step that worked for additive valuations will
not work for submodular valuations since we cannot accurately
determine the value of the bundle that results when you remove a
subset from a set. However, we can underestimate it using equation
(5) as follows: given two sets A, B ⊆ G such that A ⊆ B, then by
substituting S = B \ A and T = A in equation (5) we get

Lemma 6.1. In Algorithm 3, no good in player 1’s initially allocated
sample gets taken away.
Theorem 6.2. When ∀i ∈ N , maxд ∈G vi ({д}) = bi , then Algorithm 3 outputs an allocation with ERv (A) ≥ k1
Proof. Algorithm 3 always ensures the first player has a bundle
with valuation at least b1 . If the first player’s favourite good is not
present in any sample, he receives at price 0 resulting in a valuation
of at least b1 .
If the first player’s favourite good is present in the samples, then
there exists a sample (with the first player’s favourite good in it)
which is valued at at least b1 by the first player. Since the first player
is allocated his favourite sample, he is given a bundle whose value
is at least b1 . By Lemma 6.1, none of these goods are taken away
and their final utility is at least b1 .
Since the largest amount of value a good can give a player is b1 .
The total utility of any allocation is upper bounded by kb1 . This
gives us the following bound:
Í
vi (Ai )
v 1 (A1 )
b1
1
ERv (A) = Íi ∈N
∗) ≥ Í
∗ ) ≥ kb = k
v
(A
v
(A
1
i ∈N i i
i ∈N i i

vi (B \ A) ≥ vi (B) − vi (A)
Therefore, vi (B) − vi (A) gives us an underestimate of vi (B \ A).
Furthermore, the inequality does not change if we replace vi (B)
with an underestimate of vi (B).
Second, because we have to underestimate valuations, our efficiency guarantee may not hold. In order to prevent this, we modify
our algorithm so that it can use extra information about the valuations. This is done using an additional input parameter c i for all
i ∈ N which specifies an underestimate of the value of the highest
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valued good i.e., for all i ∈ N : c i ≤ maxд ∈G vi ({д}). Note that when
there is no available information about the value of c i , we can set
c i = 0.
The algorithm has been described in Algorithm 4. The algorithm
has the same three steps as that of Algorithm 3 but the first two
steps are modified to work for submodular valuations.
The PreProcess step removes any supersets from the set S and
replaces them with the set difference between the superset and the
subset. It also computes the set of goods which could have a value
≥ c i and stores it in the set Fi . Note that Fi is never empty and has
a value of at least c i to player i. The following lemma proves it.

2

Lemma 7.1. In the set F output by the PreProcess function of Algorithm 4, Fi , ∅ and vi (Fi ) ≥ c i ∀i ∈ N .

9

Algorithm 4: Submodular Markets Consistent Allocation

1

3
4
5
6
7
8

We then use this in the second step to give a player a bundle
of value at least c i when no other sample guarantees a value of at
least c i . Of course, this is not applicable when an element of Fi has
been allocated to some other player.
The third step remains the same and ensures consistency since
ṽi is an underestimate of vi . So, if for any S ∈ S, vi (S) > vi (Ai ),
then, vi (S) > ṽi (Ai ).
We now show that when valuations are budget normalised, then
the algorithm has an efficiency of at least k1 . But before we do that,
we show that even in this algorithm, none of player 1’s goods get
taken away.

Set pд =

11

S′ = S′ \

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

This brings us to our final proof. When we have budget normalised valuations, then Algorithm 4 gives us an allocation with
efficiency at least k1

25
26
27

Theorem 7.3. When maxд ∈G vi ({д}) = bi , then Algorithm 4
outputs an allocation with efficiency ERv (A) ≥ k1

28
29
30

Since additive valuations are a subset of monotone submodular
valuations, Theorem 6.3 applies in this case as well. This means the
bound in Theorem 7.3 is tight.

31
32
33
34

8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

35
36

This work shows the benefit of directly learning equilibrium states,
instead of learning utility functions, and calculating equilibria states
from them. We deal with several valuation function families, and
in all of them show algorithms to produce a PAC-approximation,
with our results being tight, i.e., no better approximation can be
guranteed.
We believe that this work is the tip of the iceberg in showing
how PAC learning can help in reaching economic, game-theoretic
results, directly from the data, without using the data to construct
intermediate steps (such as learning utility functions). Plenty of
problems are still open – from expanding results to a larger family
of functions (XOS, gross substitutes), to further type of results (e.g.,
other desirable states beyond equilibria).

bi
|Ai |

10

12

Lemma 7.2. In Algorithm 4, none of player 1’s goods get taken away.

Input: A set of samples S, player valuations for these samples
v(S), budgets b1 > b2 > · · · > bn and
c i ≤ maxд∈G v i ({д })∀i ∈ N
S ′ , ṽ(S ′ ), F = PreProess(S, v(S))
for i ← 1 to n do
Ð −1
if ṽ i (S ′ ) < c i ∀S ′ ∈ S ′ ∧ F i ∩ ij=1
A j = ∅ then
Allocate F i to player i i.e. Ai = F i , ṽ i (Ai ) = c i
end
else
B i = some set in arg maxT ∈S′ ṽ i (T )
Allocate B i to player i i.e. Ai = B i , ṽ i (Ai ) = ṽ i (B i )
end

37
38
39

40

∀д ∈ Ai

S ∈S′ :S ∩Ai ,∅ S
end
Í
while ∃i ∈ N , S ∈ S s.t ṽ i (Ai ) < v i (S ) ∧ д∈S pд ≤ bi do
Ð
if ∃д ∈ S s.t. д < i ∈N Ai then
Set pд = ∞
end
else
j = arg mini ∈N :S ∩Ai ,∅ bi
д = any good in A j ∩ S
pд = ∞
A j = A j \ {д }
ṽ j (A j ) = 0
end
end
Allocate all leftover goods to player 1 at price 0
Function PreProess(S, v(S)):
S′ = S
ṽ(S ′ ) = v(S)
for S ′ ∈ S ′ do
while ∃S ∈ S s.t. S ⊊ S ′ do
ṽ i (S ′ ) = ṽ i (S ′ ) − v i (S ) ∀i ∈ N
S′ = S′ \ S
end
end
if ∃S ′ , S ′′ ∈ S ′ s.t. S ′ ⊊ S ′′ then
Remove S ′ from S ′
end
F = {F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F n }

 
Ð
Ð
′
Fi =
S ∈S:v i (S )≥c i S \ S ′ ∈S:v i (S ′ )<c i S ∪ G \

Ð
∀i ∈ N
S ∈S S

Ð

return S ′ , ṽ(S ′ ), F
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